
All images Â© Enter Asia ProjectsTo transform a 450-square-meter space into serene pods for yoga, Thai architecture studio Enter Projects Asia built an undulating structure of rattan. Harvested from the palms of
Southeast Asia, the natural material lines the walls and encloses the overhead lighting before swooping down to form a lengthy bench. TheÂ result is a serene, light-filled area that flows from ceiling to floor, mimicking the
gentle movements of yoga poses.Thai timber bears the structure&#8217;s load, while the rattan separates two large studios and two smaller, private rooms. The sanctuaries were designed for yoga brand Vikasa&#8216;s
retreats. All elements of the project were made from natural, local materials to be a hub or a portal for their existing location, which is based on a hillside in Koh Samui: Thai hardwood, local black slate, bamboo and most
notably, rattan, Patrick Keane, design director for the Enter Projects Asai, told Dezeen.The architecture studio collaborated with designer Project Rattan to combine classic weaving and 3D techniques, and local
craftspeople used digitally created templates and frames to inform their construction process. A glass facade holds the rattan forms, which occupy the second floor of the building, with Vikasa&#8217;s cafe on the street
level. It&#8217;s an oasis of tranquillity amongst the chaos of Bangkok, Keane says.To follow Enter Projects Asia&#8217;s latest architectural endeavors, follow Keane on Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â© Jo Brown,
shared with permissionBehind Jo Brownâ€™s home in Devon is a rich countryside complete with a wooded area and thick vegetation. For years, the United Kingdom-based illustrator documented the wildlife and plant
species she encountered in her Nature Journal, a black Moleskine that now has been reproduced exactly in a forthcoming book, Secrets of a Devon Wood.Each page of Brown&#8217;s notebook contains a pen and
colored pencil drawing that begins at the pages&#8217; edges, appearing to grow from the corner or across the paper. Sometimes captured through close-ups that mimic scientific illustrations, the delicate renderings
depict the detail of a buff-tailed bumblebee&#8217;s fuzzy torso and the red tendrils of a round-leaved sundew. Brown notes the common and Latin names for each species and common characteristics, in addition to
where and when she spotted it.To keep up with the illustrator&#8217;s journeys into the countryside, follow her on Instagram and Twitter, and pick up a print from Society6. (via My Modern Met)&nbsp;Luxury Graffiti Kace
I, oil, spray paint and acrylic on canvas, 36 x 48 inches. All images Â© Kip Omolade, shared with permissionSet on a graffitied backdrop, the chrome masks Kip Omolade (previously) paints appear to emerge from the
canvas, jutting out from the vibrant display to confront the viewer. The Harlem-born artist layers dripping colors and typographic markings that contrast the smooth, gleaming faces protruding from the center for his new
series Masks: Portraits of Times Square and Luxury Graffiti, which he completed in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. In a statement, he explains the history of the collection:In New York City during the â€™80s, my
tag was â€˜Kaceâ€™ and I would â€˜get upâ€™ on MTA subway car interiors, public walls in Brooklyn, and graffiti black books. Throughout the â€™90s, I never stopped tagging. Even when I was painting from life, I was
still tagging here and there in random spaces. Years later, I produced a real-life â€˜Kaceâ€™â€”when my twin sons were born, I named them Kent and Kace. The â€˜Kaceâ€™ tags in these paintings reference NYC
subway â€˜bombingâ€™ of the â€™80s, but mostly itâ€™s about legacy. I want my work to represent our shared experiences of the past, present, and future.Omolade&#8217;s process includes sculpting a resin mold of
a chosen subject, which he then covers with chrome and uses as a reference for his hyperrealistic portraits. Many of the masks are reflective, revealing a hidden landscape. In Omolade&#8217;s self-portrait (shown
below), an American flag in the shape of a bullseye marks his forehead, a nod to racial injustices in the United States.To see more of Omolade&#8217;s works, check out his virtual solo show at Jonathan LeVine Projects
through October 4 and head to his Instagram.&nbsp;Luxury Graffiti Self-Portrait (COVID-19), oil on canvas, 36 x 48 inchesLuxury Graffiti Kent I, oil on canvas, 36 x 48 inches Luxury Graffiti Kent I, oil on canvas, 36 x 48
inchesAmerican Love, oil on canvas, 36 x 48 inchesRed Stare, oil on canvas, 36 x 48 inchesï»¿The Tweets. All images Â© Leila Jeffreys, shared with permissionThose of us who&#8217;ve been party to an awkward
family photoshoot or embarrassing school picture have reason to feel envious of the birds Leila Jeffreys (previously) photographs. From a pair of stoic budgerigars to a yellow trio named The Tweets, the avian subjects are
captured in sophisticated and graceful poses that highlight their most stunning features, from the curvature of their beaks to the singular barbs of their feathers.Jeffreys often teams up with conservationists, ornithologists,
and sanctuaries to determine her subjects before bringing them to a studio. When they&#8217;re together, the Australian photographer focuses on their personalities, hoping to capture their idiosyncratic tendencies. The
result is intimate and engaging photographs at a human-scale, a choice that strays from traditional portraiture by centering a different species.Many of the elegant portraits here are included in Jeffreys&#8217; recently
released book, Des oiseaux, and you can explore a larger collection of photographs available for purchase on her site. Otherwise, keep up with her feathered frames on Instagram and watch this arresting footage of the
birds in action.&nbsp;River and CloudyRain and JuneCeleryCoralCandle&nbsp;All images Â© Luis Toledo, shared with permissionLuis Toledo has a knack for building ethereal universes. The Madrid-based artist, who
works under the moniker Laprisamata, digitally illustrates otherworldly scenes and composite characters formed from vibrant blocks of color, patterns, and mundane objects, like pineapples and leaves. I am interested in
working on the complexity of human beings and animals, working against the medical anatomy atlases that try to simplify living beings. Nature always develops complex shapes, and I try to imitate that, he tells
Colossal.Psychadelic in style, the collaged renderings are part of a larger narrative relating to the rites, rituals, and beliefs of the Blue Desert, Toledo&#8217;s imagined world. He explains the fictional universe:Most of
these artworks take place in the Blue Desert. The Blue Desert or The Desert of the Blue Men is the place where the Iberians will live, an ancient sea where priests make rituals and sacrifices, and where the three-eyed
skull and black felines are venerated. Land of Esperpentos where elms used to grow and where some olive trees, acacias, almond trees, and thyme now survive.Toledo created many of the pieces shown here during
lockdown, while he was confined to his apartment with little access to nature. I needed the characters in my works to be located in large open spaces where there was nothing to prevent the sky from being seen, the artist
writes.Eventually, Toledo hopes to compile these illustrations and develop the characters&#8217; narratives in a graphic novel or book, an endeavor you can follow, along with more of his kaleidoscopic works, on
Instagram and Behance.&nbsp;From Albinism &amp; Skulls Series, Part 1. Photography by Luke Nugent, concept, art direction, and makeup by Vanessa Davis, modeling by Leo Jonah, makeup artist assistance by Gabi
Havens. All images Â© Luke Nugent, shared with permissionLondon-based photographer Luke Nugent (previously) captures a wide swath of beauty and expression through his powerful images centered on Black
models. Often in commanding poses, the subjects sport evocative fashions and elaborately designed makeup. One model is covered in Kintsugi-style cracks and encrusted with glimmering gems, while others wear
futuristic garments and lavishly styled hair. The deeply considered photographs are created collaboratively with makeup and hair artists, stylists, and creative directors.Find more of Nugent&#8217;s photography on
Instagram and Behanceâ€”where you can also see his recent EQUILIBRIUM series that was produced in collaboration with Melissa Simon-Hartmonâ€”and pick up a print in his shop.&nbsp;Knots. Photography by Luke
Nugent, creative direction by Melissa Simon-Hartman and Nugent, design and styling by Simon-Hartman, muse Charlie Fletcher, makeup by Callista Lorian Thomas, hair by Patience AurelienFrom UTOPIA. Photography
by Luke Nugent, concept and direction by Nugent and Lisa Farrall, hair by Farrall, makeup by Lauren Kay, nails by Marie-Louise Coster, styling by Simone Sylvester, muses Ms. Mows, Sema-Tawi, SydFalls, andFrom
Albinism &amp; Skulls Series, Part 1. Photography by Luke Nugent, concept, art direction, and makeup by Vanessa Davis, modeling by Leo Jonah, makeup artist assistance by Gabi HavensFrom UTOPIA. Photography
by Luke Nugent, concept and direction by Nugent and Lisa Farrall, hair by Farrall, makeup by Lauren Kay, nails by Marie-Louise Coster, styling by Simone SylvesterFrom UTOPIA. Photography by Luke Nugent, concept
and direction by Nugent and Lisa Farrall, hair by Farrall, makeup by Lauren Kay, nails by Marie-Louise Coster, styling by Simone SylvesterFrom UTOPIA. Photography by Luke Nugent, concept and direction by Nugent
and Lisa Farrall, hair by Farrall, makeup by Lauren Kay, nails by Marie-Louise Coster, styling by Simone SylvesterAll images Â© Jana Sophia Nolle, shared with permissionWhether opulent or minimalist in style, the
houses that Jana Sophia Nolle photographs are displays of wealth. Plush rugs cover hardwood, hardback editions line built-in bookshelves, and tall windows reach from floor to ceiling. Even the stark rooms with few
sculptures and seats signify a choice, rather than a necessity, and demonstrate the ability to furnish a room with just significant objects.Within these residences, though, Nolle reconstructs a contrasting shelter to illuminate
a growing disparity. In her series titled Living Rooms, which culminated in a book published by Kerber Verlag, the artist situates the shelters of those experiencing houselessness within the dwellings of affluent folks in San
Francisco. (Houseless refers to lacking a specific kind of structure, while homeless does not.) The single-occupancy structures often are formed with rain-resistant tarps, cardboard boxes, shopping carts, and other small
objects.&nbsp;Nolle started the affective series as a way to raise awareness about disparity, gentrification, and income inequality by explicitly comparing differences in living spaces, wealth, and security. Art cannot,
unfortunately, solve problems or change society: at least one work on its own cannot. It does not provide solutions, but it can wake up people, she says. Although the photographs shown here were shot throughout 2017
and 2018, income inequality has only worsened.Â Recent reports state that while the wealthiest Americans have seen significant gains during the last few months, people with lower incomes have not rebounded to even
pre-pandemic levels. According to the Federal Reserve&#8217;s data collected through the end of March, the richest 1% of Americans own 31% of wealth.Nolle&#8217;s project is also empathy-driven, serving as a
reminder of our shared humanity. While working on Living Room, I noticed that unhoused people said that they feel invisible to the housed residents of the city, she writes. For most Americans, homeless people are barely
visible, somehow on the edge of our vision in most urban areas. Her time working in San Francisco was both arduous and gratifying and inspired her to join the Coalition for Homelessness. She formed bonds with about
15 people, who she later witnessed being forcibly removed by officials. This was one of the hardest parts of the project. It is about people. It is about individualsâ€™ lives.&nbsp;Prior to the pandemic, Nolle planned to
replicate the project in Paris and Berlin. Her time photographing the French city was cut short by the lockdown measures, sending her to Berlin, where she&#8217;s been building relationships with people who are
experiencing houselessness and those who aren&#8217;t. While housed people can &#8216;go home&#8217; and close their doors and do everything possible to protect themselves, I met many unhoused individuals
who described how their networks
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